
In the wake of  the EU Green deal, the EU has adopted the Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive 
(CSRD) which replaces the existing Non-Financial Reporting Directive (NFRD). The CSRD will bring together 
the ‘E’, ‘S’ and ‘G’ of  ESG reporting in a more coherent manner and aims to increase transparency of  
corporate progress in sustainability.  There will be a focus on businesses to clearly disclose their ESG 
impacts to investors and consumers in an understandable way.  Companies will be expected to provide 
all CSRD-related information in either their annual or management reports, and much like financial data, 
the information will be audited.  The CSRD brings standardization, clarity, and transparency to reporting 
enabling a clearer view to how businesses are meeting their goals and moving the needle on sustainability.

Bringing standardization, transparency and clarity to reporting
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Reporting Directive (CSRD)

CSRD timeline for businesses



Contact Us

Visit se.com/climaterisk for helpful tools, and to get connected with one of  our sustainability experts.

SEC Enhancement & Standardization of  
Climate-Related Disclosures Rule 

How can Schneider Electric support your business with CSRD?

CSRD Readiness Evaluation
• Increase understanding and education around CSRD and the requirements

• Identify, collaborate and engage with business stakeholders

• Qualification and scope assessment aligned with CSRD obligations

Double Materiality Assessment
• Establish environmental, social, and governance (ESG) strategy and reporting plan

• Identify material topics from a financial resilience and an impact perspective

• Prioritize ESG topics to ensure goals and strategies will be effective and focused on the 

right action areas

CSRD Gap Assessment
• Review and address data and improvement areas within your collection procedures

• Outline additional data, stakeholder information and policy documentation needed to 

enable a comprehensive assessment

• Identify process gaps that exist and make recommendations to create efficiencies and 

ensure accuracy 

Data Management
• Centralize all your energy, ESG, and sustainability data with EcoStruxure Resource 

Advisor to make reporting easier than ever before

• Empower your company to document and analyze data including natural resources 

management, responsible sourcing practices, diversity, equity and inclusion 

• Communicate on your CSRD metrics and improve reporting

https://ems-schneider-electric.com/p/IWC-10ZN/schedule-appointment?source=climateriskanddisclosurewebsite&_ga=2.259506952.308064456.1676302877-1627626188.1643380356
https://www.se.com/ww/en/work/services/sustainability-business/sustainability-consulting/climate-risk.jsp

